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App monitoring lets you optimize

who is using the applications, and when they’re using them
which functions or features of an application are used and how they’re used
dataflows between applications on different servers
dependencies between applications running on different servers

Once you have a handle on your application portfolio, monitoring apps gets you to the
next stage of your modernization plan. Application monitoring lets you track and
understand:

Application monitoring will tell you about apps that are broken or no longer used, so
you can confidently decommission them. It also shows which apps are in high demand
and need a server upgrade, as well as which apps might be candidates to move to the
Cloud. 

A number of factors drive the need for a full picture of your IT infrastructure. Visibility
can help you address the threat of security breaches, comply with data protection
regulations, or enhance organizational performance and agility.

Application discovery isn’t straightforward, especially if you have many servers or
Virtual Machines and many apps. Run books might be out of date, install scripts might
be missing, some applications are no longer used, and new apps are added over
time. How do you discover which applications are running on each server, how they’re
distributed and connected across a network, and how and when they’re used?

Start with dynamic app discovery

If you want to plan where you’re going, you’ll need to know where you are. Automated
application discovery lets you immediately reach all systems, servers, and network
nodes in a network. Using software to dynamically discover apps will get you an
application portfolio in a fraction of the time and cost it would take to do a manual
inventory. 
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VirtaMove subscription-based software moves server applications to new cloud or datacenter

servers in a fraction of the time and cost associated with traditional migration methods. Install

scripts and source code not required. Encapsulating Windows Server and Linux applications in

VM/OS-free moving containers, VirtaMove’s patented software provides an automated,

stateful re-install of most complex server applications. VirtaMove allows you to modernize

your infrastructure, moving from an old, unsupported OS to a newer one with automation –

modernize and move forward to a new datacenter server or cloud in one step. Reach out to us

at info@virtamove.com or check out our website www.virtamove.com to learn more.

ABOUT VIRTAMOVE

If you want to move applications to a better place, app discovery identifies all the
dependencies and stack components that need to move too. Monitoring discovers
how much memory, storage, and processing will be needed if you plan to move apps
to new VMs or servers. These factors will help you size your requirements, so you
avoid over provisioning in your new destination. Monitoring gets you optimized
performance, the right footprint, and big strides on your path to business agility.

Detailed app discovery and monitoring is the first step in any modernization plan. Call
VirtaMove if you’d like to learn more about how app discovery can help you move
your IT infrastructure to a better future.
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